
Elestem consedi voluptates

The Helix Door from Alpha International is a contemporary innovation that 

hardly takes up any space thanks to the innovative spiral wind-up system. The 

door is not folded but rolled up as it were, in a way that prevents the laths from 

making contact with each other. This prevents door wear. A Helix Door is an ideal 

solution in areas where the structural ceiling arrangement does not offer enough 

space for a sectional overhead door. 

The Alpha Helix Door opens and closes faster than comparable doors, making it 

highly suitable for environments where high logistic movement cycles are 

normal. Because the door opens and closes quickly, a true net energy saving can 

be achieved. If a vision panel/light ingress is required, attractively styled, 40 mm 

thick glazed aluminium laths are available.

The fast, space-saving 
spiral door
ISO / ALU 40mm spiral door

Directly driven ALU torsion tube 

and guidance based on a 

continuous chain/belt system 

ensure that door movement is 

controlled to the maximum extent 

at all times. 

Top laths at the entry point to the 

spiral roll up to form a compact 

package above the door opening.

Telescopic pre-running sensors. 

These ensure that door movement 

reverses in good time when an 

obstacle is detected in order to 

prevent contact between the 

obstacle and the door. Console used to fasten the chain/

belt to the door leaf; the wheeled 

carriage, which is equipped with 

high-quality bearings, runs in a 

shielded track profile.

Panel joint between the 366 mm 

high ISO panels.

Flush-fitting, adjustable side hinge 

which allows the correct pressure to 

be set on the vertical seal in order to 

achieve optimum sealing. This system 

features very compact design in order 

to guarantee enough clearance when 

the door rolls up into the spiral.
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Technical data 

Dimensions

l  Door leaf width and height Maximum width  

5000 mm, maximum height 5000 mm

l  ISO panel Height 366 millimetres

l  ALU section Section height variable between  

325 and 366 mm

Panel characteristics

l  ISO panels Constructed according to the sandwich 

principle, 40 mm thick, 16 mm micro-profiling on the 

outer face, available as standard* in RAL 9002 and 

9006

l  ALU sections ALU panels up to a width of 4000 mm 

without an intermediate upright, above 4000 mm 

with 1 intermediate upright

l  Insulating values (U-values)  

ISO panels 1.5 W/m²K  (ISO without windows, based 

on door dimensions of 4000mm x 4000mm) 

ALU panels 4.5 W/m²K  (ALU glazed, based on door 

dimensions of 4000mm x 4000 mm) 

* The door leaf can obviously be spray-painted in any colour. 

Drive

l  Opening speed  maximum of 1080 mm/sec 

l  Closing speed  maximum of 500 mm/sec 

l  Type Frequency-controlled GFA drive, power 

transmission by chain and flat belt

l  Controls TS971, impulse operation

l  Safeties Pre-running sensors, chain/belt tension 

detection 

Space required for installation 

l  Headroom requirement 1100 mm

l  Projection back from the wall 1200 mm

l  Installation space requirement for frame side 

member 105 mm

l  Installation space requirement for drive 330 mm

helix door
ISO / ALU 40mm spiral door

Alpha Quality
The ISO and ALU sectional doors from Alpha combine excellent heat 

insulation and sound-deadening characteristics with contemporarily styled 

panels. They offer an extensive range of creative and functional options at 

extremely keen prices. All Alpha sectional doors are fully compliant with 

the EN13241-1 norm and have been awarded TüV Nord certification. Your 

guarantee of top quality.

The power of partnership
Alpha develops, manufactures and delivers. Professional regional dealers 

and agents in domestic and foreign markets are responsible for all 

commercial activities. 

They know their market and are expert in offering the right Alpha door 

solution to end-users. Alpha strives to achieve equality, continuity and 

profit for all parties in collaboration with its commercial partners. We call 

this the Power of Partnership. 

This is Alpha International
Alpha Deuren International is a high-tech producer of high quality 

industrial door solutions. We offer architects, construction companies and 

entrepreneurs in more than 20 countries a total package in terms of 

production, delivery, installation and service of top-quality sectional doors 

for functional architecture and residential construction.  Would you like 

more information? Please visit our website: www.alpha-deuren.nl or call us 

on +31 316 228066.

 


